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Language Assembly Language is the lowest language that is run by the computer, its also the foundation language by
which the higher languages operate. Assembly languages are fairly simple and can be created in minutes. An Assembly
Language is a High Level Programming Language that is lower than a Programming Language. Assembly
Programming Language Definition:(From wikipedia, the free encyclopedia)Assembly Language or Assembly is a low-
level programming language that can be directly executed by hardware and is commonly used as the basic building
block for other programming languages. Assembly language is not for new applications or programmers. It is
commonly used to implement other languages in computer programming. Its intent is to provide an accessible and
systematic language for programmers to work in. There are multiple varieties of Assembly, which makes it possible to
tailor the language to the needs of the programmer.Assembly instructions are opcodes that are used by a computer
processor to perform a specific task or set of tasks.Each instruction has one or more operands, which perform actions
on the data. The operands may themselves have other operands that perform actions on them. The result of an
instruction is the effect that the instruction has on the data.Many modern computers have a "microcode" on their
processor which performs the assembly code.The instruction set used in assembly programming is small and usually
consist of only a handful of instructions, to which each one is given a name. There is usually a very limited set of
fundamental instructions, some of which are applied in the name of more complex instructions. For example, the
"LOAD" instruction is often applied to memory data to load it into a register or memory location.Another
characteristic of Assembly is its support for both absolute (address) and relative (offset) addressing modes. Relative
addressing is accomplished by using "add" and "subtract" instructions or sometimes the postfix of one of these with an
offset. For example, "add byte ptr [esi*2]" translates to "add the contents of esi (32 bit memory location) offset by 2
bytes into the memory location pointed to by ecx. Absolute addressing uses a register name for the address, and the
memory is accessed at that address, which may or may not require a "load" instruction.Assembly is also often used in
high-level languages because it allows faster compilation of those languages. Assembly
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